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Return Orders



Return Instructions

Please Note

 Daily Paper offers customers the option to return products within 14 days of purchase.
 Customers are able to receive a full refund or store credit.
 Products can only be returned when these are unused/unworn, unwashed and undamaged.
 For safety- & hygienic reasons the return policy is not applicable for face masks, underwear briefs, bodies and swimwear
 You can use the address label added to your package. NOTE! Your package will only include an address label and this is not a return label
 Re-use the original packaging as much as possible and make sure you tape the package securely.
 Always hold on to the shipment/tracking receipt, this way you have proof of shipment.
 For any other questions please contact our customer service: info@dailypaperclothing.com

 Items (with the exception of sale items) can also be returned or exchanged in our Amsterdam Flagship Store. 

This does not apply to other store locations Worldwide.

 Returning multiple orders in one parcel is possible as long as the return forms for all related orders are included.

In this case, you only need to generate one return label at https://www.returnform.com/dailypaperclothing

 If you’re missing an item in your order, please check the order overview on this return form. 
If the missing item isn’t listed it will arrive in a seperate parcel

Return address:

Please send the completed return form with your order to:

Promese Logistics

Att. Daily Paper Returns

Flight Forum 2500

5657 DZ Eindhoven

The Netherlands

Quantity Return reason

Authorization code:

Too small

Too big

Product did not meet its expectations 
Product is damaged

Ordered the wrong product

Other

Received the wrong product

Ordered multiple sizes

Recieved the order too late
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B

C

D
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F
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Visit https://www.returnform.com/dailypaperclothing to create your return label to be added to your parcel.

The shipping costs for returns outside of The Netherlands will not be covered by Daily Paper. 


